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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: id

id is a unique identifier for the event.
Box 2: eventType
eventType is one of the registered event types for this event
source.
Box 3: dataVersion
dataVersion is the schema version of the data object. The
publisher defines the schema version.
Scenario: Authentication events are used to monitor users
signing in and signing out. All authentication events must be
processed by Policy service. Sign outs must be processed as
quickly as possible.
The following example shows the properties that are used by all
event publishers:
[
{
"topic": string,
"subject": string,
"id": string,
"eventType": string,
"eventTime": string,
"data":{
object-unique-to-each-publisher
},
"dataVersion": string,
"metadataVersion": string
}
]
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/event-grid/event-schema

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true regarding communication between the WDS
and other APs in a WLAN setup using WDS?
A. Communication is protected using a Context Transfer Key,
which is manually configured on the AP.
B. Communication is protected using a Context Transfer Key,
which is negotiated during WDS authentication.
C. Communication is protected using X.509 certificates, which
can be either self-signed or manufacturer-installed.
D. Communication is protected using multicast traffic, which is
restricted to the local Layer 2 network.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Oracle Fusion Territory management is used in an organization
to assign sales accounts, leaders, and opportunities. It is
also used to generate Business Intelligence reports. Identify
three territory management-related setup tasks that have to be
performed by the territory administrator while configuring

territories.
A. Quota
B. Identify visible members.
C. Lookups
D. Enable dimensions and metrics.
E. Forecast
Answer: A,B,D
Explanation:
Cube
Territory Management generates the cube based on the enabled
dimensions and their members. Territory Management loads the
cube with dimension members and metrics directly from the data
warehouse, in the case of the data warehouse option, or from
Fusion Applications, in the case of the non-data warehouse
option. The cube provides metrics information for defined
territories.
Sequence
There are several aspects to enabling and populating dimension
members, including setting profile options for certain
dimensions.
Following is the sequence for populating dimensions for use in
defining territories:
1.Change profile options for industry classification category
or the classification category for auxiliary dimensions 1, 2,
or 3.
2.If you are using data warehouse, then run ETL to populate the
data warehouse with the dimension members and transactional
data.
3.In Territory Management, identify the dimension members to be
made visible in selection lists for defining territories. (A)
Refresh the members before making visibility selections.
4.If you are using data warehouse, then run ETL to populate the
data warehouse with visibility settings.
5.Use the stage environment in Territory Management to enable
dimensions. Execute the Stage action which synchronizes the
Territory Management stage environment with the data source.
You can start defining territories using newly enabled and
populated dimensions after you promote the stage environment to
production.
Reference: Oracle Fusion Applications Sales Implementation
Guide, Define Territory Management Configuration

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Security Filtering
B. Security Settings
C. item-level targeting
D. WMI filtering
Answer: C
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